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       Moonfall promises classic end of the world disaster thrills as the Moon suddenly begins
plummeting towards the Earth   Lionsgate.      Over the last year we have had long-awaited
adaptions of classic science fiction and fantasy stories finally reach our screens, from 
Dune
to 
Foundation
to 
Wheel of Time
. And the good times are set to continue with a tidal wave of big sci-fi and fantasy stories set to
hit our screens in  2022.
 
 
This handpicked list of upcoming highlights doesn’t include a few big adaptations that we
touched on in last year’s list but are still yet to reach our screens. So 
check our 2020 rundown
for a look at titles including 
The Lord of the Rings
, 
Sandman
, 
Halo
and 
The Last of Us
.
 
 
 
 
 

The success of Avatar feels like a distant memory from a time back in 2010 when 3D films still
impressed and Marvel hadn’t taken over the world. As the years passed, James Cameron’s
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plans for one sequel expanded into four more films, which would be shot back to back.

  

We now know Cameron has already shot most of episodes two and three, with Avatar 2
rumored to explore ocean worlds of the planet Pandora. Love it or hate it you will be seeing a lot
more of the 
Avatar
world over the next few years, and James Cameron is such an obsessive innovator these films
will at the very least be technologically impressive.

  

Following the success of The Mandalorian, Disney+ has gone all in on Star Wars TV series. A
Boba Fett series is starting now and a prequel series to the film 
Rogue One
, called 
Andor
, is coming in 2022, but this six-episode Obi Wan-Kenobi story is perhaps the most interesting.

  

  

**  --  https://newatlas.com/home-entertainment/best-sci-fi-fantasy-tv-film-coming-2022-future-hi
ghlights/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&amp;utm_campaign=7c712d06ba-EMAIL_CA
MPAIGN_2021_12_29_09_13&amp;utm_medium=email&amp;utm_term=0_65b67362bd-7c71
2d06ba-90431105
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